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Abstract
Wake words, or words that indicate the beginning of a command are fundamental to intelligent personal
assistant (IPA) interactions across all users of IPAs. These commands, however, may vary greatly de-
pending on the language of the user. As IPAs support more languages, it is important to consider how
linguistic features vary and how these variations impact wake word usage. In this paper, we explore
how linguistic features such as phonology, syntax, and pragmatics differ between languages and the
implications of these differences on wake words in human-machine dialog design.
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1. Introduction
Wake words were initially introduced to in-
telligent personal assistant (IPA) interactions
to overcome technical barriers and as an al-
ternative to push-to-talk speech recognizers
[1]. Today, they are used as a method of con-
trol for voice interactions [2]. When inter-
acting with IPAs users use a single phrase to
alert a device of a conversational turn, to in-
dicate the device to listen. Previous research
on wake words have shown that they are neg-
atively received by users due to their relation
to system errors [2], and other modalities are
currently being explored to manage talk in
conversation, as they impinge on the natural
flow of conversation [3, 4].
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As speech becomes a more common inter-
action modality, with an expanding number
of supported languages [5], wake words need
to be evaluated with considerations to lin-
guistic features particularly in languages other
than English. Recent findings [6, 7] have out-
lined that waking, turn-taking, and pronun-
ciation are issues experienced by non-native
language speakers when interacting with IPAs
in English. These users therefore may have
additional customized needs in supporting recog-
nition of their speech. This becomes increas-
ingly important as individuals that belong to
households using multiple languages may be
inclined to use IPAs in their non-native lan-
guage. In addition to the increase of non-
English speakers use of these interfaces as
consumer markets for IPAs expand. Despite
this, there is little work investigating how dif-
ferent languages impact IPA user experiences.

Currently, rigid phrases such as “Ok Google”
or “Hey Alexa” are used as wake words, how-
ever they are not always transferable to other
languages or to non-native speakers (L2) due
to limitations in pronunciation, lexical knowl-
edge, and cultural differences. For instance,
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names used for IPAs are problematic for cer-
tain speakers to pronounce. Additionally greet-
ings may be considered unusual expressions
as precursors to commands. In this provoca-
tion, phonology, syntax, and pragmatics are
used to explore considerations for future de-
signs of wake words for IPAs with consid-
eration of linguistic and cultural differences
across a diverse and more global range of users.

2. Phonology
Language differences create ambiguities in iden-
tifying phonemes particularly in foreign words
which may not have an equivalent in the
speaker’s language. Recognition issues there-
fore result from phoneme limitations for for-
eign words in a speakers’ language. This prob-
lem is further exemplified in languages with-
out clear lexical units, resulting in a problem-
atic introduction in the use of English wake
words. The Japanese alphabet contains 50 char-
acters which are all phonemes in the Japanese
language system. Due to phoneme limitations,
Japanese speakers have a hard time pronounc-
ing certain foreign words. For example, con-
sonants [v] and [r] do not exist in the phone-
mic inventory of Japanese, speakers there-
fore create strategies to produce these words,
producing the closest phonemic sounds [8].
This results in recognition issues with IPAs
when using English expressions such as wake
words.

Wake words result in similarly problem-
atic issues in other languages such as Thai
that do not have clear lexical units due to the
absence of word boundary markers. In Thai,
words are constructed with a combination of
phonemes sometimes with low acoustic vari-
ability resulting in issues in automatic speech
recognition (ASR) [9]. Furthermore, segmen-
tation of morphemes is often dependent on
individual speaker differences which creates
difficulties for recognition due to unclear sep-

aration of lexical units. Foreign words partic-
ularly create awkward units and varied pro-
nunciation among speakers as identified by
[10]. For example, foreign names and translit-
erated English nouns do not have clear seg-
ments, resulting in unrecognizable pronunci-
ation for speech systems. The following ex-
ample of the name Mr. Robert from Jong-
taveesataporn et al., [10] provides a case of
the segmentation issue: นายโรเบิร์ต (Mr.Robert)
is divided into นา (field) + ยโรเบิร์ต (unknown).
The introduction of foreign names in wake
words therefore creates problematic separa-
tions among users due to varied individual
pronunciation differences as well as phone-
mic differences. To account for issues in rela-
tion to phonemes, wake words can integrate
language specific information about phonemes
to adopt guidelines on the recognition of wake
words catered to available phonemes in dif-
ferent languages.

3. Syntax
Expressions such as “Hey Google” therefore
provide familiar lexical access to speakers that
are aligned with how utterances are planned
in English reducing barge-in from IPAs [7].
In contrast, other languages with varying mor-
phologies require different planning strate-
gies due to varying linguistic typologies, par-
ticularly among L2 speakers. Especially in
languages where the verb is at the end, for in-
stance, Japanese has subject–object–verb (SOV)
and sometimes object–subject–verb (OSV) word
order. As a result, the projectability of a turn
in Japanese might then take place at a later
stage. Systems would then need to adjust how
long they continue listening after a wake phrase
to remedy different pause lengths after wake
word phrases, particularly when lexical items
introduced in wake word expressions are un-
usual in the speaker’s native language. For
example, phrases such as “Hey Alexa” are forced



expressions that may affect how a speaker
continues their request when interacting with
an IPA. As a result, users would likely strug-
gle to project lexical items in their mother
tongue after using a translated expression.
Among L2 speakers, the planning of an ut-
terance in their non-native language may re-
quire the systems to adjust the wait time for
utterances accordingly due to resource limi-
tations in processing [11]. L2 speakers there-
fore need more time to produce their utter-
ances due to having to activate the language
generation process in their non-native lan-
guage. In human-machine dialog, L2 users
generate whole sentences when interacting
with IPAs to avoid recognition issues [7].
Hence, care must be taken when designing
IPAs to accommodate utterances following
wake words.

4. Pragmatics
For some languages, the use of an English
product name like Alexa may present a dis-
tracting code switch between linguistic styles.
Japanese has three types of alphabet systems,
Hiragana, Kanji, and Katakana. Katakana is
a language system which focuses on foreign
languages. Foreign words are absorbed into
the katakana system by pronouncing translit-
erated versions of the words using katakana
characters in Japanese writing system [12].
Japanese also compounds nouns from foreign
language into new katakana words to refer
to a new meaning. Because of this borrow-
ing and compounding strategy, Katakana ex-
pands very fast and fits Japanese people’s gen-
eral use. Although the Latin alphabet is con-
tained in Japanese writing system, this alpha-
bet is rarely used in daily life [12]. In this
case, Japanese people don’t usually use En-
glish words due to the powerful katakana sys-
tem. Taking care that wake phrases may use
katakana words in Japanese, even including

names for branded products like IPAs, would
help prevent switching between disfavoured
loanwords and favoured spoken forms when
it isn’t necessary. This is one way that un-
natural use of foreign words may be avoided
and may help to illustrate a general principle
that languages may treat loanwords differ-
ently, challenging the norm of branded wake
words by English language brands.

The very act of direct address may like-
wise be a pragmatic difference between En-
glish and other languages. Wake phrases most
typically take the form of a verbal salute like
“hey” or “okay” followed by the name of the
IPA, leading all commands to begin with a di-
rect address from the listener. Cultures vary
across a number of dimensions including di-
rectness and individualism [13]. As such, cul-
tures vary in terms of how much communi-
cation relies on context and mutual under-
standing as compared to how explicit com-
munication is [14]. Cultures that are higher
context may therefore use less direct address
than explicit cultures as the intended listener
would be understood by all communicators.
English speaking North American countries,
where most IPAs are made, have low con-
text cultures which use very explicit commu-
nication [15]. The use of the vocative in a
wake phrase may thus be a less natural expe-
rience for IPA users from higher context cul-
tures where this sort of address would not be
used as its social function would ordinarily
be captured by context. Understanding the
ways different cultures use direct address can
help IPA designers plan for cultural expec-
tations and norms, allowing IPA interactions
to achieve comparable degrees of naturalness
across culture.

5. Conclusion
Interactions with IPAs fundamentally require
the use of specific phrases or behaviours, wake



phrases, that initiate interactions. These phrases
are currently monolithic in their form and word
choice, including greetings and direct voca-
tive address of the IPA. The lack of choice and
diversity in wake phrases may however lead
to exclusion or feelings of unnaturalness for
users who speak different languages or are
made to interact with IPAs in a non-native
language. If IPAs are to include users who
speak languages other than English, care must
be taken to select and allow for wake phrases
that accommodate different linguistic abili-
ties and expectations. Considerations about
how languages differ in terms of phonology,
command syntax, and pragmatics of direct
address all must be made to ensure that the
experience of using an IPA is comparable for
all users.
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